So, you think you want to Ice Climbing in Nova Scotia. Well, then buying the 2nd Edition of the Ice Climbing
Guide to Nova Scotia was a good choice. Let me congratulate you on that!
In the winter of 2010, I put together a first edition of an ice guide to Nova Scotia. It was produced in very
limited quantities for the winter of 2010. It was rushed, lacked appropriate research, and desperately needed
more. This is a subsequent more satisfying end product. With considerable updates and additional original
route information from the original ice guide to NS put together by A.Parson in 1994. The A.Parsons guide
(or the Allan Parson’s Project as I’ve come to call it) is referred to extensively and often quoted directly in
this guide. Considerable information on various areas comes directly from his guide, and relies exclusively
on the information his guide provides, these areas include; Henry Creek, Jeffer’s Brook, Harrington River,
Soley Cove, Mason’s Point and Red Bridge Crag. This guide will hopefully help you find the some 200
routes in Nova Scotia, and is the most extensive and accurate ice guide to date.

However, this guide is merely an attempt to catalogue some of the ice routes in Nova Scotia, and document
some of Nova Scotia's rich ice climbing history. I haven't really written a guidebook, so much as
compiled/stolen information from various invaluable sources. I hope that if I have stolen/compiled some of
your information without the proper permission, you will forgive me and merely take it as a compliment. This
may include original text, information and photos. The folks may or may not include; Chris Globe, Dave
Globe, Andrew Parson (a huge debt of gratitude, and hope you forgive me for co-opting much of your old
guide for information in this new guide), Sean Drohan, Chuck Sutton, Darrel Steele, Joe Kennedy, Matt Peck,
Peter McVey, Chris Eager, Conan Baker, Luke Marshall, Jeremy Howe, Seth Cleveland, Rich Lapaix, Benoit
Lalonde, Jamie Simpson, Seb Launcellot, Mick Levin, Andrew Nette, Nate Smith, Aidas Rygelis, Jeff
McCrossin, Ghislain Loisier, Tony Kinsman, Max Fisher, Marty Theriault, Luc Gallant and Holly Gordon.
This list is likely still short of all those who have contributed directly to this book and the NS climbing
community knowingly or not. I owe these people a great debt or at least a few beers.
An additional thanks to my editor and climbing/partner Samantha Peverill. Too many thanks for translating my
dyslexified non-sensical wordage into something for the common climber.
Cover Photo- Marty Theriault on the first ascent of New Brunswick Pillar in Moose River, NS. Photo courtesy
of Max Fisher.

Disclaimer
1.
Ice climbing and all its related activities are inherently hazardous and dangerous. This guidebook is a
collection of unverified information and its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. All assessments of quality, difficulty
and danger are subjective. Persons using this guidebook accept full responsibility for any and all damages or
injury of any kind, including paralysis or death, which may result from ice climbing and any related activities
while using this guidebook. This guidebook is not designed or intended to prevent or reduce such hazards and
dangers, including personal injury and/or death. Any person using this guidebook in any manner is personally
responsible for learning the proper techniques and good judgment (which you obviously lack...why else would
you ice climb!?) involved in ice climbing. You must climb responsibly and always use good judgment.
2.
The people and places of this book are all products of my imagination and any resemblances to persons
and places living and/or dead is purely coincidental. While some of the places in this book, do exist, I've
changed them for my own purposes, and any resemblance to real places is just an oversight on my part. In
short, the whole thing is a damnable lie and contains not a shred of truth.
3.

Trail and route descriptions do not imply a legal right of public access. Use at your own risk.

4.
Ice climbing is essentially a bad idea, which involves dangerous pointy weapons attached to your body;
don't be surprised if you get hurt.

I've broken up the ice climbing locations into five sections; Halifax, Windsor, Fundy, Cobequid and Cape Breton.
Currently most of the recent exploration and ice climbs are located along the Fundy coast, however this is only
due to its proximity to Halifax. There remains significant potential for growth and exploration in the rest of the
province. Cape Breton holds great potential for some amazing lines though sadly has seen minimal
development and the development that has occurred has gone largely unreported.
“Nova Scotia is still relatively unknown to ice climbers. Even ice climbers within Nova Scotia are often
unaware of the plentitude of climbs that are available within a few hours of their homes. In my opinion Nova
Scotia probably ought to be one of the more recognized ice climbing areas in North America. There are more
routes and more variety than many other recognized areas. About the only thing it lacks at present are the
extended multi-pitch routes that the Rockies contain. Approaches are usually easier than what you might find
elsewhere as well. There is large potential here for new routes, especially along the Bay of Fundy. Many
amazing formations can be found that I don't think you'll see elsewhere. Certainly not in the Rockies. They
should allow for some very interesting mixed routes.”
-Old school NS ice pioneer Clarke Globe
The Nova Scotian climate does not seem inherently inclined to ice climbing, sadly you will often find a short and
infrequent season. One week after a cold snap you will find an ice climbers paradise, the next week can leave you
asking where the ice all went. Nova Scotia finds itself on the coast, cutting along the 45t h parallel. The result is
that it remains at the periphery of climbable ice. This however, has not stopped the ardent few from seeking out
that which is climbable. In Nova Scotia, I can guarantee you'll have a season of uncertainty and be left longing for
more. That all being said, you don't have to worry about avalanches, line ups and minus 40 days. When
theweather cooperates you can find yourself alone on the shore with some of the best ice around. Along the
beginning of the Bedford highway near the Fairview overpass you will find the Nova Scotia Ice Barometer. An
old water main leaks under the rock, and when it freezes up, you know you'll find good conditions in the
province, and if you are desperate enough, this area has been used as an ice bouldering locale.
Check out the Web Forum www. climbeasterncanada.com for up to date conditions on ice.
Check out Chuck Suttons article on ice climbing in the 2009 Alpine Journal of Canada.
If and when you notice inaccuracies/have further knowledge about route names and FA’s (new or
otherwise)/misspellings/things that make no sense to an English speaker/grammatical errors in the guide, please
send me an e-mail so that future editions won't have the same problems. rogerfage@gmail.com
Also, the guidebook industry is far from supporting my expensive climbing addicition, if you represent the
climbing industry and want to shower me with free stuff, check my petitions for free gear at;
www.sponsormeow.wordpress.com
Grading... the classic Waterfall Ice grades. (WI 2 – My grandma crushes this grade before breakfast. WI 3- not too
pumped. WI4 - pumped, but with good rests.WI5- really pumped, and probably scared. WI6- really really pumped,
and really scared…you may die trying)
Grades... all over the place. The reality is that Nova Scotia has a long and rich history of Sandbagging... I
apologize to any visitors who get themselves in over their heads. Consider yourself warned.
Route Quality... I have forgone attributing any stars or rating of the quality of routes in the hope that people are
more apt to spread out and determine the quality for themselves. However, if you are a visiting climber without
the time, make sure to visit; Halls Harbour, Amethyst Cove, Moose River, and Joggins.

Areas
Fundy

Local Areas

# of Routes

Grades WI

Height

Baxter Harbour
Old Baxter Mill Rd.
Halls Harbour East
Halls Harbour West
Black Hole
Coby Irving Falls
Canada Creek
Cape Split/Amythest Cove
Margretsville
Harbourville
Black Rock
Victoria Harbour
Morden
St. Croix
Blomidon

7
10ish
2
12
9
2
10ish
1
1
4
7
10ish
5ish
2
1

2 to 4+, M6
3 to 5
4 to 4+
3 to 5
2 to 4
3, M4
4
5
4
3 to 5
3+ to 5
4
3 to 4
4
3

20m
10-45m
25-35m
10-35m
8-25m
10m
25-30m
85m
35m
15-50m
15-35m
25m
30m

Blue Beach
Falls Lake Power Dam

2
10ish

3+
2 to 4

12
10-60m

1
2
3
1
3
9
3

3
2 to 3
2 to 4
4/M4
2
2 to 4+
3

15m
10m
15m
20m
20m
10-25m
10m

20ish
5
10
9
6
6
1
1
1
3
14
7
8

2 to 4
2 to 3
2 to 5
2 to 3+
2 to 4
2+ to 3+
3+
3+
2
4 to 5
3 to 4+
2 to 5
2 to 3+

10-20m
10-30m
10-50m
10-48m
10-45m
20-35m
10m
28m
22m
20-40m
20-40m
10-55m
20m

2

3 to 4

15m-80m

15m

Windsor

Halifax
Bedford Quarry
Dunbrack Quarry
Deep Cove
Airport Quarry
Red Bridge
Paces Lake
Mason’s Point
Cobequid
Folly River
Victoria Park (Truro)
Moose River
Hidden Falls
Harrington Falls
Bass Rive of Five Islands
Soley Cove
Jeffer’s Brook
Henry Creek
Apple River
Joggins
Cape D'or
Drysdale Falls
Cape Breton
Usgia Bohn

Fundy Area
Known world-wide for having the highest of tides, the Bay of Fundy offers a very unique ice climbing
experience. With towering pillars, wild tides, and ice sculpted by the ocean winds you're sure to have a wild
experience by any ice lovers standards. North facing on the back of the North Mountain, the Fundy area offers
the most developed, best and most consistent ice in Nova Scotia. The Fundy area won't offer wild multi-pitch
climbs (except Siren's Song), risk of avalanche, or assurance of frost bite after you epic. It will however offer
coastal beauty, challenging ice, the opportunity to get caught in the high tides and swept out to sea, and
approaches that will last no more then a short jaunt (depending on your ability to get lost). Kentville also has
some great pubs, stop by and warm up on your way home. When the weathers good, it's a world class
destination;
Areas included;
Baxter Harbour
Old Baxter Mill Rd.
Halls Harbour East
Halls Harbour West
Black Hole/Coby Irving
Canada Creek
Cape Split/Amethyst Cove
Harbourville
Black Rock
Victoria Harbour
Morden
St. Croix
Blomidon

Caution! Almost all of these locations and their approaches are greatly affected by tides, learn to read a tide table
or you may get wet, cold and very much drowned.
Further things to be Cautious about!! Difficulty and inherent risk of routes can vary greatly due to tides. What
one day might be a beautiful, safe and fully attached pillar can (after the salt water of a particularly high tide eats
away the bottom 20 feet of a route) become a hanging death-cicle the next.
Also… Sea monsters frequent the area… consider yourself duly warned

Baxter Harbour
If no approach and ease of top rope set-up is your dream, then Baxter Harbour will more then meet your needs.
A beautiful location complete with a quintessential fishing village and waterfall, the ease of access and its
beauty has made Baxter Harbour a long time favorite. Now complete with Nova Scotias first bolted mixed
climb "Chicken and Bread". Baxter is sure to continue to be a crowd favorite.
Tide Consideration: High. The entire gorge which hosts Baxters Falls, fills in with water at high tide, potentially
trapping the inattentive climber. Baxter Falls itself is continually washed out/melted for the bottom ten feet by the
salt water of high tides. If you’re planning on walking out (ie not climbing out) of the cove, you usually have to
head out about 2 hours before full high tide.
How To Get There…
The back roads of the valley are a bit of a mess, so take care. Generally you’re heading towards the coast! Take
the 101 West towards Kentville, take Exit 11 towards Canning. Turn Right on the Greenwich Connector which
leads you to the 358 North. Follow the 358 for 10km until you reach Canning. Turn Right at Canning onto the
221 West and follow for 4km, until you reach Sheffield Mills and Black Hole Rd. Turn Right up Black Hole Rd
for 1km, and you'll see Bains Rd on your left, follow for a 700m, and that will put you onto Baxter Mill Rd.
Turn Right onto Baxter Mill Rd, and follow for 8km. At the Junction, turn Right, and about 100 feet later at the
dip in the road, you'll find the falls on the Fundy side.
Many of the names and FA's have been lost in the banals of history. So I've done my best to be accurate, when
no knowledge is known, I've assigned them numbers. To the Left of the falls, an overhanging route will form in
a cold winter, the line is often made up of two overhanging pillars that don't connect.
From the Falls to the Right.
Baxter Falls WI3, 20m
FA Chris Eager
Doesn't often fill in all the way and is usually open in the middle. Due to the tides, the bottom is
washed out for the first 10 feet or so. Expect some easy mixed moves to get started.
BH #1 WI4-, 20m
FAunknown
When the winter is cool, and ice is forming thick, a line forms along the face.
BH #2 WI4, 20m
FA unknown
A cool, steep line that follows the shallow corner. Starts with an easy bulge to a ledge which, if the ice isn't filled
in, forces you to do some mixed climbing up a small roof. Often thin. Great route.
Chicken and Bread Project WI4, M6? 20m
FA Open Project
Nova Scotias first bolted mixed climb?! Cleaned and prepped by Seb in the winter of 2008.
Bolts were put in the fall of 2010. Weather has yet to permit a FFA.

BH#3 WI4, 15m
FA Sean Drohan
In the corner, when the winter is
cold enough and the moons
align, a route will form in the
corner. Lots of stemming.
Around the corner
BH#4 WI2, 10m
FA unknown
The obvious ice, a good place
to warm up or good for a
beginners first go.
In the obvious gully
BH#5 WI4, 10m
FA unknown
A short steep pillar. More ice
will likely form in the area if
condition are right.

Baxter Falls WI3, 20m
Severely undercut after winter storm surge

Old Baxter Mill Rd.
Some of the Best! Steepest! Wildest! Ice in Nova Scotia. Lots of un-led lines that rarely form in any kind of
thick condition that warrant a rational consideration of giving them a try. These lines will likely remain un-led
for some time. However when things come together and the winter is cold, these wild lines will go. Worth the
effort...top roping or not. Possibility for some steep hard stuff.
Walk along the shore! The property owner of the cliff-top fields does not enjoy the company of ice climbers.
Tide Consideration: High. A long hike along uninterrupted cliff. From the drainage East of Winter Warfare you
can head inland and find an old trail to bushwhack.
How To Get There...
Head as if to Baxter Harbour. Take the 101 West towards Kentville, take Exit 11 towards Canning. Turn Right on
the Greenwich Connector which leads you to the 358 North. Follow the 358 for 10km until you reach Canning.
Turn Right at Canning onto the 221 West and follow for 4km, until you reach Sheffield Mills and Black Hole Rd.
Turn Right up Black Hole Rd for 1km, and you'll see Bains Rd on your left, follow for a 700m, and that will put
you onto Baxter Mill Rd. Turn Right CWest) and that will put you onto Old Baxter Mill Rd. Follow for a little
less then 2km. You will come across a location with beach access, park there and walk West along the shore. If
you make it to an animal shelter, you've gone a hundred meters too far.
The Old Baxter Mill Rd. area is essentially divided up into three sections of cliffs divided by two large drainages.
The first section of cliff (the furthest East along the shore) has some great potential for hard mixed lines and
some long, hard ice lines that haven't fully formed in the past couple of years. No lines have been led on this
section of cliff to date.

After the first drainage is the second section of cliff holding the ultra classic Winter Warfare WI5, and more
potential for mixed. Winter Warfare is one of the best hard lines of the province.
Winter Warfare WI5, 45m
FA Dave Peabody January 31 st/ 2009
Originally approached by a long walk from Halls Harbour East, Dave eyed this beautiful line in the distance
and spent most of the day walking. He said it was well worth the effort. At the time of the FFA the bottom was
severely undercut by the tides, in different conditions this climb may prove less difficult.
In the next drainage are two short lines
Daves warm-up WI3, 10m
FA Dave Peabody and Rich Lapaix Winter/10
An easy warm up before the big show.
Summer Disarmament WI3, 20m
FA Roger Fage and Dave Wilsie Feb 11th/11
A fun line, the middle often forms thin on this climb, but you can skirt the edges for good screws.
Further along the shore, this line and the adjoining lines to the right are found below a cottage.
Snow Globe WI4, 35m
FA Roger Fage and Dave Wilsie Feb 11th/11
This is the left hand, steep beginning leads to a ledge and a rambly finish. Another steep lines is found directly
adjacent to Snow Globe.

Snow Globe WI4 on left, an opportunity for a steep FA on the right.

Dave Wilsie scopes out an attack for Winter
Warfare. This route normally has the bottom
few feet severely undercut by the tides.

Top roping one of the main lines at the first
drainage, seems to rarely fully form.
This great line awaits a free ascent.
Photo courtesy of Chuck Sutton

Halls Harbour East
Like Halls Harbour West, but with more hassle/hiking/approach. The lines are bigger than HHW, but requires
more walking, leading, and forms less often. But, well worth the trip! In warmer winters you'll often be walking
to the predominant ice flow Athanasia which is the original pillar that brought climbers to Halls Harbour. If
you keep walking East down the shore (8km) you'll eventually end up at Old Baxter Mill Rd.
Tide Consideration: High. Similar to Halls Harbour West tides go right up too the bottom of the cliff, except there
is an even longer stretch of uninterrupted cliff. You read the tides wrong and you're in trouble.

How To Get There...
Take the 101 West towards Kentville. Get off on Exit 13. Take a Right onto Chester Ave towards Kentiville. At
end of Chester Ave, take a Left onto Main St into Kentville. Continue on Cornwallis St. through town, across
the bridge and straight through the lights. This will put you onto the 359 North, follow until you're in Halls
Harbour. Look for a Right turn onto Cove Rd. On your left you'll find a small parking space suitable for 2 or 3
cars, park there. You'll find a small path down to the beach if you head shoreward.

Unnamed WI4, 25m
FA Chuck Sutton & Darrel Steele Winter/10
Often forming thin, the line will be climbable when the surrounding ice is out. Found just to the West of the large
pile of fallen choss.
Athanasia WI4+, 35m
FA Chris and Dave Globe Winter/98
The original ice in the area known as Halls Harbour, has attracted groups for quite some time. Easier on the left.

Halls Harbour West
Halls Harbour is the perennial favorite for the Nova Scotian Ice climber. Offering short approaches, easy access,
great single pitch lines, combined with the beauty of the Bay of Fundy. Since 2008 the annual Climb Nova
Scotia Ice Festival has been held at Halls Harbour, attracting and accommodating almost 30 climbers.
Tide Consideration: High. The tides go right up too the bottom of the cliff, and there's about 3km of
uninterrupted cliff. So plan ahead and err on the side of caution so you don't get yourself stuck, and wet.
How To Get There…
Take the 101 West towards Kentville. Get off on Exit 13. Take a Right onto Chester Ave towards Kentville. At
end of Chester Ave, take a Left onto Main St into Kentville. Continue on Cornwallis St. through town, across
the bridge and straight through the lights. This will put you onto the 359 North, follow until you're in Halls
Harbour. You will end up on Halls Harbour Rd for a short period of time. Park in the fish plant parking lot,
beach on your left, you'll see the ice from your car. If you turn up the hill away from the water, you've gone too
far.
The Routes are listed from East to West as you
head from the parking lot Westward along the
shore. Many of the names and FA's have been
lost in the banals of history. So I've done my
best to be accurate, when no knowledge is
known, I've assigned them numbers.
Halls Harbour West #1 WI3, 15m
FA unknown
The first piece of ice you'll encounter as you
head West from the parking lot, following the
shore. The shortest ice you'll meet, a good
warm up.
Halls Harbour West #2 WI3+, 20m
FA unknown
One of the sweetest climbs in the area, forming
well and often, easier if you exit up the gully to
the right.
Halls Harbour West #3 WI4-, 20m
FA unknown
The bottom often has problems forming well,
though when it's in offers a fun climb, if out a
fun little unprotected mixed start.
Halls Harbour West #4 WI4, 20m
FA unknown (though a strong probability of
free ascent by Chris & Dave Globe in the 90’s)
Catelyn makes her way up HHW#4 at The Nova Scotia
Ice Fest in 2012, held annually this event attracts climbers from all
over the Maritimes too Halls Harbour. Photo courtesy of CNS

Halls Harbour West #5 WI4-, 20m
FA unknown
In the corner, forms often and can be climbed when other ice is in the thin conditions. The ice doesn't form all the
way up, and requires some vertical sand climbing to reach the tree anchors.
Halls Harbour West #6 WI4, 25m
FA unknown
Beware as the obvious belay stance leaves you in the direct firing line for all the loose ice and choss.
Halls Harbour West #7 WI4+, 20m
FA unknown
Double Steep pillars that form rarely, likely not been led
Halls Harbour West #8 WI 4, 20m
FA unknown
In the corner from HH#7, a gentler line with lots of choss flowing down at you.

The next four lines are a stretch further down the coast.
Some Assembly Required, Ice Sold Separately WI4+, 35m
FA Chuck Sutton and Dave Peabody Februrary 1st/2009
On the FA Chuck called out for Dave too "take", Dave however, called him childish names and refused. The first
free ascent was made.
Halls Harbour West #9 WI5, 20m
Believed to not have yet been led
Overhung ice pillar, often washed out at the bottom creating some steep scariness.
Amphibious Operation WI4+, 35m
FA Dave Peabody and Chuck Sutton Februrary 1st/2009
Scary and Steep, bring your screamers and your balls. Often forms with wild overhanging wings of ice shaped by
the wild Fundy winds.
Halls Harbour West #10 WI4, 10m
FA unknown
Steep and Short, often forms wet

Black Hole Area
As legend has it, home of some old school pirate treasure! This location was discovered in the winter of
2009/10 after Halls Harbour was found to be bare of ice, and an exploratory mission was mounted to save the
day. Offering reliable ice, which is easily accessible at high tides, the Black Hole, though a mediocre location,
is sure to attract those trying to extend the season.
Tide Consideration: Low. One of the only locations on the Fundy coast where you don't have much too
worry about, great spot too stop by while waiting for low tide.
How To Get There...
Follow the directions as per Baxter Mill Rd, but continue East along the road. Park at the sharp corner of Old
Baxter Mill Rd and Black Hole Rd. Walk East following the prominent path for about 200m. Take a left towards
the shore down a small path before the main drainage. About 5 minutes of hiking will put you at the top, and rap
down. You can also access the bottom by following the main path for another 100m, and turning left down the
main drainage, though you will have too negotiate your way down Black Hole Falls (easier too do on the East
side of the Falls)
Many of these lines are relatively small variations on the same wall. Totally the Haffner Creek of the East, minus
the super duper mixed climbs. From Left to Right. All quoted material and accredited photo are courtesy of Dave
Wilsie, who seems to somehow extend his season well into spring at Black hole.
Rich's Line WI 3, 25m.
FA Rich Lapaix and Andrew Nette Winter 09/10
Ramble up the snow/ice slope and hit the steep stuff
Pineing for Gold WI3+. 25m
FA Matthew Peck and David Willsie March 2011
“Where the brush gets thicker and climbs the wall. Follow the left side of this, starting above a table-like boulder.
15 m up the wall rears back to vertical, forming a chute around a spruce tree. Climb the chute, around the tree and
exit however possible."
“Women...Emotions...” WI3, 25m
FA Roger Fage and Andrew Nette Winter 09/10
Start at the steep ramp, onto an icy slope through some bushes, heading left.
What would Dave do? (WWDD?) WI3+, 25m
FA Roger Fage and Rich Lapaix Winter 09/10
Starting in the same location up the steep ramp, head up with the harder line "WWDD?" on the right.
Black Magic WI4, 25m
FA Dave Willsie and Matt Walker
"Starting 20m right of WWDD? The hanging icicle topped by the huge windblown umbrella."

What Dave Did (WDD) WI4, 8m
FA Dave Willsie and Matt Walker
"About 20m right of Black Magic, ascend the ramp from the left hand side of the exit snow gully, and then pull
onto the wall. Overhanging all the way. Short but spicy"
Black Velvet WI3+, 7m
FA Dave Willsie and Matt Walker
"Starting at the boulder 4m right of WDD, the column split by the crack."
To the Left of the main area following upstream you'll find the main falls.
Black Hole Falls WI 2, 15m
FA Rich Lapaix, Winter 09/10
Rich wandered over to the Falls proper, led it, came back and said it wasn't really worth doing.
Down stream left of the falls.
Falling Hard WI3+, 20m
FA Dave Willsie, Ray Seto, Billy Meuse
"Follow the vertical steps up and left to a brushy top out. Take the time to savour that special feeling of screws
pulling themselves through surface “ice” into icing sugar nothingness.” -Dave Willsie

WWDD?

Coby Irving Falls
An interesting pillar, the location likely holds some potential for some mixed ice climbs if the winter is cold
enough. The area surrounding is known as Fern Gully and holds a handful of sport climbs developed by valley
local Andrew Nette. Found in land, so a good warm up too the day if you misread the tides.
How To Get There...
Follow the directions as per Baxter Mill Rd, but continue East along the road.Park at the sharp corner of Old
Baxter Mill Rd and Black Hole Rd. Hike down the road West for about a 100 ft to the first path. Hike down the
path looking for the first opportunity to take a Left which will put you at the top of the cliff and falls.

The Pillar
Coby Irving Falls WI3, 12m
FA Roger Fage and Rich Lapaix January 27th/11
Fun pillar climb in a beautiful setting.
Left of the pillar in the corner, you can find a line of three bolts going up the left hand face.
Scagnettes Revenge M4, 10m
FA Roger Fage and Dave Willsie January 18th/11
The corner ices up and you can climb the thin ice, reaching over to clip the bolts along the way. Make sure to stay
on the ice, and not scratch up the rock route. A fall would likely result in a good swing, so be wary. The exit is a
bit spicy.

Canada Creek
Follow the Fundy Coast South-West and you just keep getting more and more classic ice. A little further away
from Halifax, Canada Creek has seen less traffic than some of the other Fundy locations. Conditions are similar
to that of Halls Harbour. This is home to some of the old school ice climbs. The names of these climbs and a
route known as Corkscrew, have been lost! After a new housing development was built atop the cliff, water was
re-directed and a line first climbed by Sean Drohan in the 90's fell victim to the progress of man.
Tide Consideration: High. Mess up and you'll be swimming.

How To Get There...
Take the 101 West towards Berwick. Take the 360 North exit towards Berwick. Follow the 360 North for 4km
until you hit Welsford, and turn Right on the 221 East. Follow the 221 East for another Skm until you hit Black
Rock Rd. Turn North onto the Black Rock Rd. for another 9km. This will put you into Canada Creek. Park at the
dock and turn Right.
Idiosyncrasy WI 4, 25m
FA Sean Drohan and Sebastian Launcelott
February 20th/2009

Photos courtesy of Seb Launcellot

Scotch on the Rocks WI4, 30m
FA Andrew Nette and Sebastian Launcelott
February 20th/2009

Looking East down along the shore of Canada Creek.

Corkscrew
FA Sean Drohan
Peter McVey making his way up
corkscrew the last time it formed in
2005.

Cape Split (Amethyst Cove)
A fun full day adventure to one of Nova Scotia's more classic ice climbs, the back of Cape Split offers one of
Nova Scotia's only true multi-pitch climbs. Well worth the adventure. The longest pure vertical ice route to
date. A popular spot for geologists. Has yet too see a repeat so grade remains unconfirmed.
Tide Consideration: High. It's a long walk along the beach
How To Get There...
Take the 101 West towards Kentville, take Exit 11 towards Canning turn Right on the Greenwich Connecter which
leads you to the 358 North. Take 358 North through Canning, you'll have to merge with the 221 East in Canning
for a short time, but turn Right back onto the 358 North proper after a short time. Follow the 358 North past the
look-off into Scot's Bay. You will see signs for Cape Split. Follow the 358 until it ends, where you will find a
Right onto Cape Split Rd. At the end of this road you'll find Cape Split parking lot.
The Approach.
Included is a diagram of the original directions from a Geology prof at Acadia.
1.
Drive to the Cape Split parking lot, follow the trail.
2.
3.
You'll pass a field closed-in wiht barbed wire, keep following the
path, you'll take a left (ENE) near the end of the field. This is critical, follow
the main trail until you see a small 4X4 sized trail on your right (NW).
Follow the main trail.
4.
Keep on the main path, do not turn left.
5.
You'll pass a small cottage/cabin
6.
You'll hit a crossing about 20min into your hike, stay straight.
7.
Trending straight follow until you can see that you are near where it
starts to turn into a cliff. At this point turn Right on the trail for 100m.
8.
This will put you into a stand of Birch trees and the path will trend
left and lead you down the cliff.
Hopefully, this will put you at the beginning of the fixed ropes left by the
geologists, a series of old lines strung between trees should lead you to the
bottom of the cliff. Use the ropes at you own risk, and take care as many of
them are old and of questionable quality.
At the bottom of the cliff there will be some old buoys in a tree, use these to
find your way home! Turn Right (East) and follow the shore for several
kilometres until you see the obvious ice.

Siren's Song WI5, 85m
FA Matthew Peck & Roger Fage February 9th/10
"Armed with antiquated directions and an entirely misleading photograph, Roger and I headed out to Cape Split
yesterday to scope out a rumored ice line on the coast. Lots of bushwacking and a sketchy descent gully and a
whole lot of beach walking later we happened across the very well hidden Icefall below:
Park at the lot at the Cape Split Provincial Park trailhead and trend north on trails to reach the bluff
overlooking the northern side of Cape Split. Head East to locate the descent route (steep trail with fixed
ropes) or locate your own way down (more fun/perilous) Head East along the beach towards Amethyst Cove
(before the first major point) and keep an eye out for the climb, it's hidden till the last minute, but
impossible to miss.
P1 35m, WI5.
P2 40 m, WI+4
P3 10m, WI4.
You'll need abalacovs for the descent. A total gem and a great new addition to the NS climbing scene."

Text by Matthew Peck from original trip report.

Matthew Peck at the base of Siren Song on the day of the FA.

Margretsville
One large reliable ice sheet forms South West of Margretsville, in an area known as the Bluff. Likely other
lines form along the shoreline.
Tide Consideration: Take normal precautions as per the Bay of Fundy.

How To Get There...
Take the 101 West towards Middleton. Take the Middleton Exit, but head North on the 363. Follow until you
reach Mosher's Corner. Take a Left and look for Cold Springs Farms on your Right. Follow road until the end and
you are at the top of the bluffs. Walk to the shore. Rappel down the shoreline to access ice.

Along with the main line, there are some other small seepages that may form thick enough to climb

The Bluff Ice 35m, WI4
FA Peter McVey and company
Large roofs form on either side of the ice.

Harbourville
A great location with some great lines, with lots of potential for more. Be sure to check out Deer Falls.
Tide Consideration: There are two main drainages, and in between there is much potential to get trapped. Walking
past Pork Chop along the shoreline is not advised, as that area is cut off well before high tide. That being said, you
can hike all the way to Black Rock if you choose.
How To Get There...
There are two access points
1) For the lines West of Harbourville
Take the 101 West towards Berwick. Take the Berwick Exit 15, head North on the 360. Follow the 360 North until
you reach Harbourville. Cross the small bridge, and park at the public wharf on your Right by the Fish Market.
2) For the lines East of Harbourville
As per above, but just before entering Harbourville, take a Right onto Russia Rd. There will be a big hill and
drainage, park at the top of the hill, a path down to the shore will be found at the bottom of the hill.
1)
There are three distinct lines West of Harbourville, none have been led to date, and require lots of cold to
form, and the bottom often gets washed out be high tides. Top outs will dump you into locals backyards. So be
respectful.
2)
Hike from the shore East, the enourmous line dubbed Deer Falls will be obvious (remains unclimbed). The
line was dubbed Deer Falls as on the day of the first attempt, there were two dead deer at the bottom of the climb
(they had apparently fallen. Rather ominous.)
Around the corner, you'll find more lines with three established.
FTS WI+3, 20m
FA Roger Fage and Seb Launcellot February 13th/11
The obvious high volume flow just East of the second drainage. Needs lots of cold to form up. What goes through
your head when you almost pass out from the screamy barfies? F this S.
Gaucho WI4, 25m
FA Roger Fage and Jordan Sharpe February 8th/11
A steep quality line with an interesting bottom section and a gaspe style top out. Full value in thin ice conditions.
Pork Chop WI3, 15m
FA Roger Fage and Jordan Shapre February 8th/11
Mediocre line. First half is ice climbing, the second is steep bushwacking.

Deer Falls WI3+++, 50m
Another unclimbed NS classic
just waiting to be climbed

Pork Chop WI3, 15m
Gaucho WI4, 25m in the foreground.

Black Rock
A great little area developed in the winter 10/11, with a tight concentration of quality routes that are close
to the road, this area deserves lots of attention. Equinamity is a real gem, and seems to form up well early
in the season. The area holds 7 lines and has potential for some great FA’s.
Tide Consideration: Extremely High. The main area of climbs is cut off from the rest of the beach
almost two hours before high tide. You'll either need to climb out or swim.
How To Get There...
Follow directions as per Harbourville, approxiametly 2km before Harbourville take a right onto Russia Rd
towards Black Rock. Follow for 3km until a left towards Black Rock, follow until sharp right turn, take a Left
towards the lighthouse, park at the end of the road.

Hike West along the shore, at high tide you'll need to stay up on the bluffs around the main headlands.
There is a fixed line down to the shore.
Nettes Sorrow WI3+, 20m
FA Roger Fage and Dave Wilsie January 25th/11
The first line you'll encounter along the shore. This climb can usually be accessed at high tides, the next lines
down the shore can only be swam to at high tide, bring your water wings.
The next obvious large lines down the shore. Access to these climbs gets cut off by the tides about two
hours before high tide.
Equanimity WI5, 35m
FA Seb Launcellot and Roger Fage January+ 30th/11
This is a classic, must do line! Has some wild gull wings at the top protecting the exit. The bottom is
undercut by the tides and you need to surmount a little roof section along the bottom.
Jamies Closed Project WI3+?, 15m
First Assaulted Jamie Simpson, Dave Wilsie and Scott Richardson January 30th/11
The rambling face, harder the further right you start.
The Scoots WI4, 15m
FA Roger Fage and Seb Launcellot January 30th/11
Tricky steep little line, ascend the right pillar to the roof, do some fun moves left onto the face.
Just to the right is a large high volume line, the bottom foot seems to be removed by every high tide resulting
in a fairly unstable pillar.

JCP

The Scoots

Equanimity

The main Black Rock area. Equanimity and the unclimbed line far right are both undercut daily by hightides.

The last line along the shore. Great potential for Nova
Scotias hardest line. Perfect example of a high tide
caused death-cicle, and will probably never form to
the ground. More than 30m of overhanging ice.
Past this is a steep headland that is impassable at midtide. This will take you to lines East of Harbourville,
however hiking this way is not recommended.

Victoria Harbour
A gorgeous area, exposed to the high winds of the coast, with a good concentration of quality lines and a
number of FA's await anyone who ventures out this way. This area also has a large cave with ice flowing
throughout which if developed could have some amazing mixed climbing potential.
Tide Consideration: High. Normal as per the Bay of Fundy.
How To Get There...
There are two distinct access points to Victoria Harbour
Follow direction to Morden. Just before Morden, take a right onto McNally Rd.
1. Follow McNally Rd. until the Fundy Bay Subdivision, turn left down private road. Follow for 1.7km past
a gazebo on right until you reach a house and a junction. Turn left and park at path towards the shore. Hike
the path, this will put you above Mini's Tempest. Rap in.
2. Follow McNally Rd. until the four-way junction, turn Left onto Victoria Rd. Follow until you reach the
Road Closed sign. Park here, and follow road to shore.
This area holds nine quality lines.
Eight of them will be found West along the shore, with another line to the East. Only one has been climbed to
date.
Mini's Tempest W14, 25m
FA Roger Fage, Matt Peck and Adam Benjamin January 31st/11
The furthest along to the West, with good weather this could likely come in easier as a big curtain.
Further West along the coast there is a high volume, low angle waterfall originally climbed by Chris and
Clarke Globe. You can hike to it from Morden or Victoria Harbour. Found at approx. Latitude 45 6' 39.9"N,
Longitude 64 55' 10.9"W

Morden
This area saw some of NS original development by Clarke Globe, however after a sad offshore fishing accident
with the remains coming ashore nearby, this area saw less and less attention. All the lines climbed thus far are
East of Morden.
Tide Consideration: lots of spots to get yourself swept out to sea here! The path along shoreline East back to
Morden will get cut off well before high tide, plan accordingly.
How To Get There...
Take the 101 West towards Aylesford. Take the Aylesford/Auburn/Morden Exit 16, head North on Victoria Rd.
Follow the Victoria Rd. North until Dempseys Corner and intersects with Hwy 221. Take a Left onto 221
West, until Welton Corner and turn Right onto Morden Rd. Follow Morden Rd, until you reach Morden, park
at the end of the road.
The details of location and routes surrounding the climbs listed in the Morden area are not exactly clear and are
most likely unreliable. This is a best guess on old information.

The climb pictured on the Right (West) is Indulgences W4, the climb on the Left has no name.
Indulgences WI4, 30m
FA Chris and Dave Globe March 17th/ 1995
Morden #1 WI3
FA Chris and Dave Globe March 17th/ 1995
Line West of Catachetics Wall

Further along the shore is the Catachetics Wall, to the West of this wall is the quality looking line pictured below
on Right.

Catachetics Wall

Morden #1
Further along the shore to the East of the Catachetics wall there is also an Ice chimney with ice roof of about 4 feet.
Described as “one of the most classic routes I think I’ve ever seen. Not too many places have a mandatory ice
roof”. This line has not been led to date.

St.Croix
The furthest West developed ice along the Fundy coast so far. Hasn't seen much attention due to the drive from
Halifax, first found and climbed by local Luke Marshal, with two quality lines, and possibly room for more.
How To Get There...
Take the 101 West towards Bridgetown. Take Exit 19 towards Lawrencetown/Clarence. Take a Right onto Elliot
Rd, which will intersect with Clarence Rd, turn Right for 250m and you'll see Elliot Rd once again, turn Right and
follow. When you arrive in East Arlington, turn Left onto Arlington Rd. and follow for 5.3km. Take a Right on
Brinton Rd. and then your next left on St.Croix Rd. Park.
Brother's Love WI4
FA Luke Marshall
Easily accessed by following a stream from the road.
Hippie House WI 4
FA Luke Marshall
Traverse the end of Hampton Mountain Rd. along the shore past the old hippie house.

Blomidon Beach
This area could have some great lines... if it happens to be cold enough. The routes are all South and East facing
and get a lot of sun, so hit up the ice early in the morning or you may have it falling down all around you. A
beautiful area with a beautiful setting for climbing.
Tide Consideration: Moderate. You can get trapped, but worst case scenario is some wet feet.
How To Get There...
Take the 101 West towards Kentville, take Exit 11 towards Canning. Turn Right on the Greenwich Connector
which leads you to the 358 North, follow for 10km. Turn Right on North Medford Rd. until a Left on Pereau Rd.
and follow for 9.5km. On your right will be a parking lot for the Blomidon Beach picnic park. Park here, hike
down trail to the Beach.
Besmutched Victual W3,15m
FA Chris and Dave Globe January 28th/94
Hit it early in the morning as it melts out quick in the sun, needs a few days of cold to form.
Well this is embarrassing, this plum line is listed in the last ice guide as being Beach Bums with the FA in 2011.
Well, actually this line was first climbed 16 years earlier.
Several long fine looking lines could potentially form further along the shore.

Rich Lapaix at the base of Beach Bums WI3….err, I mean Besmutched Victual WI3

Windsor Area
Near Windsor there has recently been some exploration and new gems have been found. These areas are
nice as they are significantly closer to Halifax then the Fundy areas. Falls Lake Power Dam also offers a
high quality 60m WI2+, a great spot for an aspiring ice climbers first lead.
Areas Included;
Blue Beach (Near Avonport)
Falls Lake Power Dam

Rich Lapaix climbing some clean NS ice…

Blue Beach
This location was once upon a time used by Luke Marshal for Nova Scotias only ice climbing guiding service. The
area holds only two lines, but both are of high quality. Worth your time, and a good excuse to visit the Blue Beach
Fossil Museum.
Tide Consideration: High. As the picture shows, you'll be wet if you mess up.
How To Get There...
Take the 101 West towards Avonport. Take a Right at Exit 8a onto Ben Johnson Rd (this isn't a full exit, just a
cross roads with the highway) . Follow Ben Johnson Rd. until it intersects with the 1A Evangeline Trail, and turn
Left heading NW, follow for just under 2 km. Take a Right turn onto Martin Rd. and follow for 1.8km. Take a Left
as it intersects with Bluff Rd, follow until you see a turn for Blue Beach about 1km later. Follow Blue Beach Rd
until you pass under a train bridge, park too the Right. There is an old road that is now a walking trail near where
you park that will take you down to the beach, but recommended approach is from the top, which can be accessed
by using the train tracks as a trail.

The drainage for both flows are approximately 1km
along the tracks either way, East and West of the train
trestle. You will be able to see the drainage where the
stream cuts into the rock before you reach either fall
Rap from trees to access ice.
Mississlippian Terrorpod WI3+, 12m
FA Luke Marshal
Shown in picture
Nobody's Fault Nut Mine WI3+, 12m
FA Luke Marshal
A per many lines along the Fundy coast, depending
on how high recent tides were, these lines maybe
have more difficult starts as they'll be very undercut
for the bottom few feet.

Falls Lake Power Dam
First discovered by Jeremy How and crew in February of 2008, this location has seen a fair bit of activity. The gem
of the location is the 60m WI2+, offers a great rope stretcher, be sure to bring lots of screws. Beware as you need to
cross a frozen lake to access the ice, and if the lake is not frozen, this location isn't really worth the hassle of the
approach.
How To Get There...
Take the 101 West towards Windsor. Get off on Exit 5. This will put you on the #1 West, follow for 350m. Turn
Left onto the 14 West for 3km. Turn Left again onto the 14 South, from this point follow for 13.2km. A road on
your Right (West) will cross a small bridge and have an NS power sign. Follow this short road to the end and park
there. Take the path in heading South towards MacDonald pond, when you have the option at the lake, take the
right (West) turn around the pond. You will see the ice on the West side of the pond.

The main area holds several lines in the WI 2-3+ range at around 15m.
For more ice head South down the lake for about about 500m, you'll enter a narrow gully and walk along the
stream bed. On your Left (East) you will run into a wonderful 60m WI2 line, next a 25m WI3, and the last
another 25m WI3.
FA Jeremy How, Chris Eager. February/08

Halifax Area
If you're looking for quality ice in close proximity to Halifax you're going to be disappointed. That
being said, there is enough ice nearby to keep the hardened ice climbers from seething at the mouth. In
seeking out this ice you will benefit from a vivid imagination, as the hard and worthy lines are often
difficult to find. Regrettably you may be forced to encroach on property boundaries. Many of these
areas have not been frequented for some time, therefore, directions to and formation of the ice may be
different than what is written.

Areas Included;
Bedford Quarry
Dunbrack Quarry
Deep Cove
Airport Quarry
Red Bridge
Paces Lake
Mason’s Point

Bedford Quarry (Flinstone Quarry)
An old Halifax favorite, where many of the homegrown ice climbers have first dug there teeth into trespassing
and ice climbing. In recent years, security has been tightened and folks have been chased out of the Quarry, so be
warned. Keep a low profile, park well up the road, and don't waste your time there. First discovered by Sean
Drohan sometime in the 90's.

How To Get There...
In a quarry in Bedford...

Essentially one line with several variations dependent on conditions.
Hookah Direct 15m, WI3
FA Sean Drohan Two bolt anchor
Another short line can be found around the corner to the Left.

Dunbrack Quarry
Home to some of Halifax's original quarry climbing, this location was terraced rendering the ice climbing a series
of short steps and the listed routes may no longer exist. However, with further development, new lines may form,
then again, they may no longer form at all. In the past, there were positive relations with the climbers and the
quarry, and climbing was permitted, however this may no longer be true. Unless you’ve got a ton of time on your
hands, this location probably isn’t worth the bother.
How To Get There…
"These climbs seem to form up later in the year, when melt water will freeze. They are found just before the
Lacewood exit on Dunbrack. They can be seen fairly easily when driving in from Bedford. Unfortunately there
are no parking signs on the road, so the best thing to do is to park at the Bayer's lake industrial sign map just off
the exit ramp to lacewood drive. Walk along the road until you come to a short trail beside a railing. Hike this for
100m to get to the top of the climb, or walk a bit further down and then through the brush for 20m to get to the
quarry road." -Chris Globe
Note: Parking along the side of highway is apparently illegal.

Home Depot WI2, 10m
FA Dave and Clarke Globe 1998
The lefthand climb. An actually reasonable climb for the area. About the only downside is the aesthetic of the
area.
Rebar Fashion WI3, 10m
FA Dave and Clarke Globe 1998
The right hand climb. Easy for a 3, but more consistent in its character than Home Depot.

Deep Cove
The closest quality ice to Halifax, just 40 minutes outside of Halifax, suffers from being both South facing and
relatively short. The location is easy to top rope, and is a nice spot to play on some ice for the morning. As this
location does catch afternoon sun, you'll have a better and safer day if you start early before the routes start
collapsing on you. Needs extended cold periods to form, and hasn’t formed well enough to climb in some time.
How To Get There...
Take Highway 103 West towards Chester. Take for Exit 7 and turn Left onto the 3 East and follow for 1.0km. Take
a right onto the 329 South. Follow for 9km, and you'll see the cliffs on your left, and Deep Cove Rd. on your left.
The routes are obvious, and we're first led sometime in the late 80's, early 90's. The area holds essentially 3
separate lines, with the best being the short pillar on the far Left.

Aiport Quarry
Close too Halifax!...but lacking and likely not worth the effort, but potential for some fun and loose chooses.
Why not? Because it's on private property…
How To Get There
Get on the 102 Highway Northboud from Halifax, get off on Exit 7 to Enfield. Just past the Irving, take a right
onto Oldham Rd. It will be your 3rd right, opposite the home address 170. You can drive down the road, but as it
private property it is not recommended. Follow the dirt road, staying too your left.

From the Original Trip Report
What a great Guy WI 4/M4, 20m
FA Matthew Peck, December 2009
"Just off the highway 102 northbound between the airport and just before the Enfield exit, this temperamental
icicle can be glimpsed in a quarry to the right alongside a shorter pillar. It's aspect and location mean that it's
seldom in condition. A 15m vertical pillar leads to sketchy mixed choss topout. While the ice is nice, the rock on
top still needs some cleaning.
In memory of Guy Lacelle, who died the day before this route was climbed."

Red Bridge Crag
In Dartmouth on the Tam O’Shanter Ridge. Another Crag from the A.Parsons guide, the area appears to still exist,
though access is likely questionable. “Located in the heart of the suburban sprawl, Red Bridge offers some good
bouldering and is an excellent area for beginners. While the ice is generally good, the rock is very loose.”
How To Get There…
Go to Mic Mac Rotary, were Rd #7, #318, and #111 all converge and take #18 Braemar Dr. North 0.5km to Maple
Drive. Turn Left onto Maple Dr., continue to its end at Plymouth Rd. where you turn left, pass Chrysler,
Cranbrook and Mountain. Park at the end of Plymouth and follow the trail 20m to the base of the Red Bridge
Crag (or Dead Man’s Cliff as the local youth call it).
Climbs described from Left to Right.
White-out on Wall St. WI2+, 23m
FA A.Parson February 7th/99
Meander up the ledges on the Right side of the cliff
Suburban Jungle Crawl WI2, 20m
FA A.Parson February 7th/99
10m further Left of White-out… climb the strip of ice
Why Knot WI2+/5.3, 21m
FA A.Parson February 7th/99
At the far end of the Red Bridge, climb loose rock and short ice section – not recommended.

Paces Lake
North of Musquodoboit Harbour on road #357. Though this area once saw a lot of traffic, it appears as though
these routes may not form as they once did. More recent reconnoitering in the area has revealed no ice. It’s more
than likely that a lack of a recent clear cut at the top of the hill, appropriate seepage and cold conditions may be
required for these hidden gems to appear. Here’s hoping!
How To Get There…
Found at the popular rock climbing site of Paces Lake. Access is easiest walking in on the frozen lake from the
First Face access road (5.5km North of Musquodoboit Harbour on West side of #357, the turn off is labled Paces
Lake Rd. Due to recent access issues it’s asked that you park out at the road, and walk in). Continuing on down
the lake, Southward, past Never Land, lies Treasure Island Crag. This small crag is opposite the small island with
the cottage. Routes are described from Left to Right. From Treasure Island proceed 300m further down the lake
and head left uphill 250m to more routes. An additional 375m down the lake brings you to the last ice routes in
this area.

Frozen Peat WI3+, 25m
FA P.Gilliver & A.Parsons January 11th/94
Far left of Treasure Island Crag
Golden Pillar WI4+, 25m
FA O.Maydew & S.Willet January 16th/94
Center free-standing pillar
Fridgid Wendy WI3-, 26m
FA P.Gilliver & A.Parsons January 11th/94
Far Right of Treasure Island
Frozen Tree Enema WI3-, 12m
FA P.Gilliver & A.Parsons January 11th/94
Ramps above Frozen Peat
Dick Thing WI4+, 10m
300m down lake, go up hill, free pillar on short wall.
Sean’s Route WI3+, 12m
FA S.Willet January 16th/91
3m Left of Dick Thing
Dick Thing Too WI2, 13m
Above and Right of Dick Thing
The Thin Dribble WI3+,9m
FA J.P.Brown & S.Willet January/94
350m further down lake thin ice located in vertical dihedral
The Hardest WI4+, 25m
FA J.P.Brown & S.Willet January/94
To the Right, 2 over hanging curtains of ice

Mason’s Point
Outside the community of the Head of St.Margarets Bay on Highway #3
Located less than 30 minutes from Halifax, out by Head of St.Margarets Bay, are the scattered ice pillars of
Mason’s Point. On a clear day the ice formations can be seen from the road and is only ten minutes walking
uphill.
How To Get There…
Take Highway 103 to the #5 exit, turn left (East) on to #213, proceed 3km to the stop sign. Turn Right on to #3
East and proceed 5.5km to the middle of the community of the Head of St.Margarets Bay and immediately after
passing Cove Rd on the Left, turn Right onto the dirt road. This dirt road is opposite he white United Baptist
Church and proceeds uphill away from the bay. Follow this road 150m uphill and park here. Continue by foot
straight uphill, cross the railway tracks and walk additional 160m up the steep talus slope. The routes will be
described from Right to Left. The 13m The Wet End proceeds up the largest and steepest pillar on the Right.
Occasionally ice forms to the Right these routes, often in the thin vertical gulleys and on the rock faces.

The Wet End WI3+, 13m
FA A.Nielson & A.Parsons March 8th/94
Climb the largest and steepest pillar on the main face
Margo’s Head Cheese WI3, 10m
FA A.Parsons March 8th/94
3m Left of The Wet End
The Good and the Knot so Good WI3-,6m
FA A.Parsons March 8th/94
The arête 1m Left of Margo’s Head Cheese

Cobequid Area
Including a vast chunk of Nova Scotia, this area holds the Cobequid Mountains (mountains is a very generous
term) and likely contains some of the largest and wildest undone lines in mainland Nova Scotia.
The Fundy coastal shore from Truro to Cape Chignecto and then upto Ahmerst, is an undiscovered mecca of ice
climbing for Nova Scotia., you can look across the Bay of Fundy from Cape Split and see long lines dotting the
shore. This area suffers from being both South Facing and a two to three hour drive from Halifax. Sadly,
convincing NS ice climbers to use there limited season exploring distant and possibly unformed ice will always be
a challenge.
Folly River offers a wonderful location that seems to hold onto winter a little longer then the rest of the province.

Areas Include;
Folly River
Victoria Park (Truro)
Moose River
Hidden Falls
Harrington Falls
Bass Rive of Five Islands
Soley Cove
Jeffer’s Brook
Henry Creek
Apple River
Joggins
Cape D'or
Drysdale Falls

Folly River
So much ice! The jewel of Wentworth Valley, a beautiful river canyon that freezes up early and stays so late into
the season, and when the river freezes, easy access. The canyon is filled with dozens of short single pitch WI2WI3 lines, that will keep those looking for lots of easy miles, more than happy. The East Branch of Folly River
remains relatively unexplored and may offer more substantial lines.
When the Folly is frozen up, access is easy, as you merely need to meander along the river and pick lines at your
ease. However, if the river is unfrozen, the approach is difficult and Folly River isn't really worth your time.
How To Get There...
Get on the 102 North towards Truro. At Truro take a left onto Exit 15 West towards Ahmerst on the TransCan 104
West. Stay on the 104 for a little over 16km. Get off on Exit 11 towards Wentworth, turn Left onto Hwy 4 North.
Follow for 8.5km, in that time you will have train tracks cross over the hwy, park where the tracks cross under
Hwy. This will be about 250m North of Base line Rd. Park at the side of the road. Head down to the train tracks
and follow them East, when the tracks straighten out, bushwack due East for about 250m and you'll hit Folly
River. Follow the River North, and the ice will be obvious on either side of the river.

Many lines have been done, but remain unnamed. From the base you can see what you're getting on for most of
the lines. Rap from trees.

Seb Launcellot and Rich Lapaix exploring the frozen Folly River.

Victoria Park
An odd setting for Nova Scotian ice climbing, the middle of Truro is an unlikely site for quality lines. However,
despite this, you can find more than enough to keep you amused for a day in Victoria Park. Give'r hell and solo
them all in an afternoon... it's been done before.
How To Get There...
Get on the 102 North towards Truro. Get off on Exit 14, turn Right onto Robie St heading East. Turn Right onto
Juniper St, and then a Left onto Prince St for a little over a kilometer. Turn Right onto Young St. and then Left
onto Brunswick St. Take your 3rd Right onto Park Rd. Follow past a baseball field, and park at the end. Walk
along the river, Ice will be obvious on either side of the river.

In the previous guide none of these lines were named, thanks to the Alan Parsons Project the names, grades, FA
info has been found…again.
The climbs will be referenced from the pumping stations building located at the foot of the steep-sided valley
Victoria Falls.
John Candy is dead WI1+, 25m
FA M.Blackstone & A. Parson March 4th/94
20m upstream of the station on the Left hand side
Borrowed Boots WI2-, 25m
FA unknown
An additional 30m upstream on Left
Hump of Nova Scotia WI2-, 30m
FA M.Blackstone & A. Parson March 4th/94
Another 80m upstream on the Right hand side
¨
Dr.Climb and the Ice Posse WI3, 20m
FA unknown
Right side is the steep blue formation
Pisces Pistoleer WI3, 4m
FA A.Parsons March 5th/94
Upstream of the falls on the Left is a free-standing pillar that forms out of a galvanized culvert

Moose River (East Branch)
Long sought and rarely found, the ice of Moose River sees sparse visits. However, for those hardmen who seek
out the lines of Moose River, they are sure to be rewarded (as confirmed by local NB hardmen in the winter of
12/13 putting up 3 of the most impressive lines in the province to date). The East Branch of the Moose River has
potential for great first ascents on long and sustained ice climbing, and currently has some of the best ice climbed
to date in the province. Take your time and figure out how to get there on a map, as getting there is often more
than half the battle. There has been much information (and photo)s contributed by A.Parsons and Chris Globe
since the previous guides. Deciphering which line is which has been difficult and I apologize for any inaccurate
information. If you’ve got a GPS the main ice is found at 45 25' 30" N, 64 12' 08" E
If you're using NRC topos it’s on map: Parrsboro 21 H/8 (1:50000).
How To Get There…
Follow Hwy 102 from Halifax to Truro, exiting left (exit #15) onto Hwy 104 towards New Brunswick. Exit right
onto Glenholme Loop, then turn right onto old highway. Follow a short distance and exit left on Hwy 2 towards
Parrsboro. “Take Highway #2 56km West towards Parrsboro and park opposite the house furthest West on the
North side of the road in the community of Moose River. It is the last large white house on a hill in the
community (has a bridge crossing the river so you know which one it is). Proceed upstream for 3km (about 1.5
hours) to the first 3m waterfall. If the falls is insurmountable, it can be by-passed by climbing Blondisimo WI330m on the West (left) of the falls. Continuing upstream past this waterfall for 0.5km brings you to the basin of
40m cliffs and a series of large tiered waterfalls. The ice routes in this basin are largely untouched and vary from
3+ to 5.
Above the 25m falls located in the centre of the basin, 10m upstream, lies the narrow Crazy Deer WI2+ which can
surmounts the third waterfall. A fourth waterfall lies an additional 250m upstream. The basin opposite The
Missing Amigo, has incredible potential for hard, long ice route development” –A.Parsons
Blondisimo WI3-, 30m
The Missing Amigo WI3-, 25m
FA A. Parsons & J. Parsons February 20th/1994
Climb the large waterfall in the centre of the basin.

The Missing Amigo WI3-,25m

Crazy Deer WI2+, 12m
FA unknown
10m upstream of the top of The Missing Amigo climb the narrow second tier
Jaundice WI4+, 55m
FA unknown
The main golden falls opposite Missing Amigo. Grade unconfirmed, in thinner conditions may be harder.
New Brunswick Pillar WI5, 50m
FA Max Fisher, Marty Theriault & Luc Gallant. March 7th/13
The cheekily named and impressive pillar to the Left of Jaundice.
Bagtown WI4+ R, 50m
FA Max Fisher, Marty Theriault & Luc
Gallant. March 7th/13
This is the ice to the Left of the main area
on the wall in the back of the valley. The
line follows the furthest Right gully.
Recliner WI2+, 15m
FA unknown
Gully 200m past Blondisimo on Right hand
side.
Unamed WI2, 18m
FA unknown
Curtain before Missing Amigo
Pillory WI4, 20m
FA unknown
Brown pillars past notch in Missing Amigo.
Gets afternoon sun, and has collapsed
suddenly before, so get at it early in the
morning and be careful.
Leucus WI3+, 25m
Curtain before Crazy Deer

Luc Gallant on the NB Pillar WI5 50m.
Jaundice WI4, 55m on the Right.

Bagtown

NB Pillar

Jaundice

Top: In the back ground, we find the ice that contains
Bagtown WI4 R, 50m (far right). On the thick ice to the
Right we find Jaundice WI4+, 55m shown on Right.
New Brunswick Pillar WI5, 50m on Left.
Right: Max Fisher on the FA of Bagtown WI4 R 50m
Photo courtesy of Luc Gallant

Hidden Falls
Full of moderate grade climbs, with a short and effortless approach, the falls are located at the McAlese Brook.
Hidden Falls is on private land and permission to climb should be sought from the landowners. Tip Toe Through
the Tulips WI2+ is apparently not to be missed. 4.5km east of Parrsboro on Route 2 (5.2km West of Moose River)
How To Get There…
Part at the lot littered with billboards advertisitng the falls and check-in with the landowners for permission and to
sign their visitors book. Proceed upstream following the marked trail. After reaching the view area continue
upstream, surmounting 2 tiers until you reach the main frozen cascade. The first 3 climbs are located at this level,
and 5 more are located on the gully upstream of the falls.
Bridal Vale Revisited WI2, 25m
FA unknown
Left side of the Falls
Tip Toe Through the Tulips WI2+, 48m
FA 0.Maydew and A.Parson February 5th/94
Start Left, traverse Right to groove, go up the left facing wall
The Old Wife WI3+, 20m
FA 0.Maydew and A.Parson February 5th/94
The blue pillar Right of the falls
Casey Jones WI2, 13m
FA unknown
20m upstream of falls on the Right
Looking for the White House WI2+, 12m
FA 0.Maydew and A.Parson February 5th/94
40m upstream of the falls on the Left
Spirit of the Raven WI2, 23m
FA 0.Maydew and A.Parson February 5th/94
80m upstream of the falls on the Right
Prudent McAlese WI2, 12m
FA 0.Maydew and A.Parson February 5th/94
85m upstream of falls on the Left
Meditation WI2+, 15m
FA 0.Maydew
160m upstream of alls on the Right
Wall by Falls WI2+, 25m
FA Most likely Dave and Chris Globe
1km upstream

Harrington River
West of the community of Five Islands on Lynn Road North off Highway #2.
How To Get There…
The narrow, steep sided Harrington River valley forms the county division between Colchester and Cumberland
Counties. At the junction to the Harrington River and the West Branch of Harrington River lies a spectacular
waterfall, one of the most dramatic in the province. Due to the extreme undercut erosion of the cliff that the West
Branch pours over, the 22m pillar stands free of the roack and makes for a dramatic photo opportunities. There
are also a number of seepages, both upstream of the West Branch of Harrington River and upstream and
downstream of the Harrington River. Take highway #2 West towards Parrsboro, approximately 49.7km, turn
North onto Lynn Rd. Proceed 4.4km up Lynn Road to a small clearing on teh East and a Red tree farm license
(S84) on the West. Follow the flaggin of the cut bounder for approximately 0.5km. Just after the flagging ends,
proceed West, straight downhill and you will emerge opposite the junction of the West branch of the Harrington
River.
All routes will be referenced from County Line Falls, located at the junction of the two rivers. Sixty-five meters
downstream, on the East side of the Harrington River, is The Sport Wall WI2/3. Expoxy Ectasy Expoxy WI2/4,
offers 10m of ice, ranging from overhanging to off angle. Immediately South or left of the falls are 2 large
seepages, and Deception WI+3, 45m climbs the left of these 2 walls. 500M upstream of the falls of the West
branch lies Screw This WI+2 which follows a 30m waterfall. Many large seepages of 40m WI3/4 remain
unclimbed.

County Line WI3+, 22m
FA unknown
Free-standing pillar of the West branch at the junction of the
Harrington and the West branch. Amongst waterfall
enthusiasts it is known as the Garden of Eden Falls
The Sport Wall WI2/3, 10m
FA O.Maydew & A. Parsons February 12th/94
65m downstream of alls on the East side of Harrington
River
Epoxy Ecstasy WI2+/-4, 10m
FA O.Maydew & A. Parsons February 12th/94
450m upstream of falls on the West side of Harrington River
Deception WI3+, 45m
FA O.Maydew & A. Parsons February 12th/94
45m Southwest (left) of the falls, climb the seepage straight up
Unammed WI4, 15m
FA Dave Globe?
Found between Deception and County Line, a 15m pillar formed into curtain.
Screw This WI2+, 30m
FA O.Maydew & A. Parsons February 12th/94
500m upstream on North of the West branch follow waterfall

Bass River of Five Islands
North of Five Islands off Highway #2
A wilderness river valley on the South side of the Cobequid Mountains that offers a variety of moderate climbing
challenges. This valley is characterized by steep rocky outcrops that may have countless ice routes in the dead of
winter. Even with the warm spring temperatures, much ice remains.
How To Get There…
Bass River of Five Islands is off highway #2 at the West end of Economy Mountain. Turn Right onto New Britain
Rd (it is the second Right after the bridge, in the community of Five Islands (if heading West)). Follow New
Britain Rd to the end, park here and proceed 65m up the unplowed road tot he large clearing on the Left (West).
Turn Left (West) cross the clearing and head 0.7km downhill to the river valley. Proceed upstream, North, to the
ice. All routes will be described from a downstream to an upstream location. The routes start 2.5km upstream on
the Left (West side), where the noticeable 25m waterfall is located. The Sport Princess follows this waterfall to
the top. Continuing upstream, one encounters the first falls of the Bass River of Five Islands. This 2m falls can
be by-passed by cutting overland 5m before the falls on the left (West) side of the river.
Approximately 0.3km above this first falls is The Watermain, a narrow, North-facing gulley found on the West
side of the river. Two hundred meters further upstream lies Swimming in Siberia, also on the West side,
characterized by blue ramps and ledges. A further 10m upstream, also on the West side is Directional Paybacks.
This route follows the ice up and left, meandering from one vertical section to another. Up To 80% WI+2, trances
the north-facing gully, 30m further upstream. A few hundred meters upstream lies the second small falls, a short
4m hurdle. Immediately left and downstream of this falls, is Thin Initiation. Climb the rock and ice to the top.

The Sport Princess WI3+, 25m
FA A.Parson & H. Reynolds February 27th/94
2.5m upstream on the West side follow the frozen falls
The Watermain WI2+, 20m
FA A.Parson February 27th/94
350m further upstream on the West side, narrow north-facing gulley.
Swimming to Siberia WI2+, 22m
FA A.Parson February 27th/94
200m further upstream climb blue ramps and ledges
Directional Paybacks WI3, 35m
FA A.Parson February 27th/94
10m futher upstream on West sdie, meander up and left.
Up To 80% WI2+, 20m
FA A.Parson February 27th/94
30m further upstream climb north-facing gulley on West side
Thin Initiation WI3, 25m
FA A.Parson & H.Reynolds February 27th/94
West of the second falls of the Bass river of Five Islands, climb thin ice and rock to top

Soley Cove
West of Lower Economy, at the base of Economy Mountain off Highway #2. Soley Cover offers a 10m, grade +3
waterfall that flows onto the beach. There is also challenging ice bouldering on the large chunks of sea ice that
wash up further West down the beach.
How To Get There…
Lower Economy is located at the East base of Economy Mountain on route #2. Take route #2 to Soley Cover Rd
and proceed down this until the sharp Right turn. Park here and continue straight to the ocean side. Turn Right
and follow the shore 300m to the falls which will be clearly visible.
Soley Sanction WI+3, 10m
FA A.Nielson & A.Parsons March 5th/94
300m West along the beach at Soley Cover climb the falls
Another 500m West along the shore is another short unclimbed falls.

Jeffer's Brook
North of Parrsboro on Lakelands Road. Jeffer's Brook offers an incredible potential for route development. The
condition of the falls can be assessed from the road and the approach takes about ten minutes of walking upstream.
Please tread lightly, the falls are located on private property and access could be refused at any time.
How To Get There…
To get to Jeffer's Brook, take route #2 towards Parrsboro, about 5km after Moose River take the Right fork off
highway #2 and follow this road to the stop sign. Turn right and follow this road North towards the communities
of Lakelands and Halfway River (approximately 6km). From the bridge over Jeffer's Brook a great view of the
falls is possible. Follow the left side of the stream to the falls and cliff seepages. The basin to the East of the falls
has possibilities for many sustain and difficult ice routes. Only the steepest line up the falls and seepage
immediately to the Right have been climbed. Some choose to climb this route in 2 pitches because of the
occassional lengthy travers into the falls on unstable snow slopes about the unfrozen brook. Great exposure and
beautiful vistas can be enjoyed from the top.
Ripley's Believe It or Not WI3+, 28m
FA A.Nielson & A.Parson March 5th/94
Traverse into the falls from the left bank and climb the right side, continuing up the steep headwall on the right.

Henry Creek
How To Get There…
1km North from Jeffer's Brook is Henry Creek, also located on private property. Park opposite the small stream,
100m before the road on the left (West). Proceed upstream for 5 minutes and clim the easy ice to the top. Dick
All follows the line of most resistance. This route would appeal to beginners, wilderness enthusiasts and couch
potatoes.
Dick All WI2, 22m
FA unknown
Climb the steepest possible route

Apple River
Thanks to the work of the legendary Joe Kennedy, NB Ice guidebook author. A sweet destination with potential
for some more hard first ascents.
Tide Consideration: Fierce tides, beware and plan appropriately.
How To Get There...
Follow Hwy 102 from Halifax to Truro, exiting left (exit #15) onto Hwy 104 towards New Brunswick. Exit right
onto Glenholme Loop, then turn right onto old highway. Follow a short distance and exit left on Hwy 2 towards
Parrsboro, where you will get onto the 209 West. Follow to the community of Port Greville, where you will turn
Right onto the North Greville Rd heading inland for 20km. Turn Left at Shulie Rd. and then Right at Trail. This
will lead to a T¬junction, turn Left and follow for about 500m, there will be a trail heading towards the shore on
your Right. Hike down to Tumbledown Brook, rappel to beach.
Tumbledown Falls WI4, 20m
FA Joe Kennedy and son, Winter 09/10
Kokatat WI 5, 25m
FA Joe Kennedy and son, Winter 09/10
Birch Cove Falls WI 4++, 40m
FA Joe Kennedy and son, Winter 09/10
"I've been looking at these lines for years from across the
bay, and this weekend I went to investigate. From Cape
Enrage NB, these lines are very visible, even at the 7 km
distance, so I figured they must be substantial. My son and
I climbed Tumbledown Falls WI4, 20m, Kokatat WI 5,
25m, and Birch Cove Falls WI 4++, 40m. (Apparently I
can only add 3 attachments at a time, so more photos to
follow). We drove along Shulie Road towards Sand River,
hiked 2km down to Tumbledown Brook, and rappelled to
the beach. I assume these are first ascents, but if not please
let me know.
Tumbledown Falls is highly unusual because of the
horizontal ice that forms perpendicular to the falls. This
must be caused by high winds when the falls are starting to
Birch Cove Falls WI4++
freeze. Kokatat is about 150m east of Tumbledown Falls,
and the first photo of it is taken from the top of
Tumbledown. It also is affected by wind-forming, with a very interesting ice cave formed just below the top.
Needless to say, the exit moves are stimulating. At low tide we walked 1 km west and found Birch Cove Falls.
The 4++ rating is based on the conditions we climbed it in ¬ highly technical due to chandeliery/melting ice. In
colder conditions it may be more straightforward.”

“We hiked about 1km on each side of these routes and did not see anything else climbable, with one notable
exception. Birch Cove Falls has a very scary looking neighbor. It looks like a WI6 40m route, but it didn't look
thick enough to hold body weight (otherwise I would have run up it, of course). But I suspect 2010 is not a great
year for the ice there, because a photo I took from Cape Enrage a few years ago showed about 7 seperate lines,
and we only found 4 in the section we walked. Future exploration might be beneficial. Good luck."
-Joe Kennedy from the Original text from the trip report.

Tumbledown Falls
Kokatat

Tumbledown Falls WI4, 20m shown on top Left. Kokatat WI5, 25m on top Right.

Joggins
There’s more than just sweet fossils in those cliffs, this UNESCO world heritage site offers some great Ice, and is
a great and relatively close destination for those living in Sackville/Moncton area. This spot stayed off the radar
and was largely unexplored until the winter of 2012/13, when NB local Max Fisher (fresh from breaking his ankle
down in Patagonia) and Monctonite Luc Galant explored this area. All photos courtesy of Max Fisher.
Tide Consideration: Yup, you better believe it’s the Bay of Fundy, 8meter tides are more than happy to kill you…
or at least get your feet unpleasantly damp.
How To Get There…
Follow Hwy 102 from Halifax past Truro (at which point it will turn into the Trans-can 104W) heading towards
Amherst (if you’re heading to Cape Breton, you’re going the wrong way). Just before Ahmerst take Exit 4. Turn
Left (South) onto Albion St, follow for 2.7km. Take a Right (West) onto Nappan Rd (NS 302 S) follow for
another 8.8km until you see signs for River Hebert/Joggins. Turn Right (West) onto the NS 242 W. Follow for
18km, and you’ll be in Joggins. There are three main parking spots, one for each wall.
Note: This a UNESCO world heritage site based on the cliffs and the fossils found within. There is a decent
chance that the local geologist would not be overly enthused to see people damaging the rock there about. So,
respect the area, no mixed climbing (it’s choss anyways) and keep a relatively low profile. The NS ice
community doesn’t need the UN upset at them.
This area holds three distinct areas. The impressive 40m area dubbed The Wall, as well as the River Wall and the
Info Center Wall (yes, this one is near the Info Center… which is sadly closed in winter, but well worth going in
the summer.)
The River Wall
Drive into Joggins and then left onto Hwy 209/Shulie Rd. Continue along for a few minutes until an obvious
valley with a view of the water. It’s a 2 minute walk to the beach and walk to the left with numerous ice lines
throughout. Walk for 20minutes to the closest point, the routes Barbel, Matecito are found here. Rain Days is
obvious while heading out there. This area has the most potential for new routes in the WI3 range.

Matecito WI3+, 20m
FA Max Fisher & Luc Gallant Feb 24th/13
Minos et Plus WI4, 20m
FA Luc Gallant & Max Fisher Feb 24th/13
Barbele WI3+, 20m
FA Luc Gallant & Max Fisher Feb 24th/13
Rainy Days WI3, 20m
FA Max Fisher & Luc Gallant Feb 24th/13

The Info Center Wall
Getting there is self explanatory, park there and walk down the stairs and turn Left.
My Heart Belongs to You WI3+, 20m
FA Max Fisher & Luc Gallant Feb-March/13
But my Cock is Community Property WI3+, 20m
FA Max Fisher & Luc Gallant Feb-March/13
Steel Panther WI3+, 20m
FA Max Fisher & Luc Gallant Feb-March/13

The Circle is 4++, and the Triangle is Steel Panther and Community Property Routes.
4++ (This route was not given a grade, only a name. I think you can assume it’s hard), 20m
FA Max Fisher & Luc Gallant Feb-March/13
The Wall Area
You can walk from the info center for 30mins or rap in from
the top. If you lead WI4, climb here. The routes are long
and excellent. To rap from the top drive through Joggins, as
you would for the Info Centre and turn Right onto Hearts
Gravel Rd. Drive for a km or so and park. Walk through a
field and trees to the cliff and find the ice. Lots of trees to
rap off.
From Left to Right
You Live or You Die WI4, 40m
FA Max Fisher & Luc Gallant Feb-March/13
A Song of Fire and Ice WI3+, 40m
FA Max Fisher & Luc Gallant Feb-March/13
Central Pillar WI4+, 40m
FA Max Fisher & Luc Gallant Feb-March/13
Clash of Swords WI4, 40m
FA Max Fisher & Luc Gallant Feb-March/13
U.I.C WI4+, 40m
FA Max Fisher & Luc Gallant Feb-March/13

Luc on the FA of the Central Pillar WI4+ 40m

Cape D'Or
Rumors of long drives and plentiful ice! Saw activity from CNS ice days back in 04/05, the easier more accessible
lines may have seen ascents by Peter McVey et al, but there still remains some steep scariness for those who want
it. With cliffs up to 60m high, there are some unclimbed gems in the area.
How To Get There...
Follow Hwy 102 from Halifax to Truro, exiting left (exit #15) onto Hwy 104 towards New Brunswick. Exit right
onto Glenholme Loop, then turn right onto old highway. Follow a short distance and exit left on Hwy 2 towards
Parrsboro, where you will get onto the 209 West and follow for 40km. You will see signs for Cape D'or, turn Left
onto Back St., and the take your first Left onto Cape D'or Rd. Park at the end, ice will be along the shore.

South along the main beach of Horse Shoe Cove, you'll encounter three shorter climbs on the waters edge. There
described in successions as you encounter them as you head South along the beach. These may have as of yet not
been climbed.
Unnamed #1, 10m
Vertical crossover icicles
Unnamed #2, 10m
Found another 100m along the shore, you find this thick vertical section
Unnamed #3, 15m
Another 250m along the shore, thinner vertical sections
These next climbs described are found 2km up the beach from the
previously described climbs. There is an easier approach from a
turn off 2km earlier along the paved road. Follow Eastern path to
the top of steep drainage found 300m along path, then head South
through drainage to the beach. From the beach head East along the
shore. The climbs are described in order that they'll be encountered.
Discombombulator WI3+, 35m
The first ice encountered as you head East along the shore. The
small falls up the prominent gully.
Unnamed #4 WI5/6, 55m
This line has not yet been done. It is the thin main pillar,
overhanging in sections. When the moons align and the weather
works, this line will be a great addition to Nova Scotian Ice
climbing.
Unnamed #5 WI4, 25m
The large curtain
Vissicitude WI5,60m
Main vertical section, classic.
Unnamed #6 WI5, 55m
Right of Vissicitude

Unnamed #4 WI5/6, 55m An epic
opportunity for a great FA

Drysdale Falls
It's beautiful, and once in a rare cold winter, it'll freeze up enough to climb. In the summer, it's an incredibly
popular spot to jump off the waterfall and swim, worth a visit any time of the year.
How To Get There...
Get on the 102 North towards Truro. At Truro take Exit 14 turning Right, towards Tatamagouch. Follow the Hwy
4 until it's junction with the 311. Take a Right onto the 311 follow until Hwy 256. Take a left onto Balmoral Rd
Hwy 256. Follow for about 1km, past the Shambala center. It will be the first main drainage, park well off the
road, and hike up the drainage for about 1km, until you reach the obvious falls. There a quite a few No
Trespassing signs in the area. In the summer it's an annual event that someone will seriously injure themselves
while jumping off the falls (usually combining jumping and alcohol), and recently to avoid liability issues the
landowners have posted the signs. No camping at this location.
Dinner in the Forest WI3-, 20m
FA unknown
450m upstream from #246 on the East (left) side
Addicted to Love WI3, 20m
FA unknown
2m right of Dinner...
Olly in the Air WI3, 22m
FA O.Maydew & A.Parson January 22nd/94
Far right route in the bowl West of the Falls
Featherduster WI3-, 22m
FA unknown
2m left of Olly...
Big Blue Freezie WI2, 23m
FA unknown
The blue buttress that divides the Amphitheatre into 2
parts
Step Right Up WI2+, 22m
FA O.Maydew & A.Parson January 22nd/94
1m left of Big Blue...
Ballroom Blitz WI3, 24m
FA unknown
Far left route of the amphitheater
Dances with Ropes WI3+, 20m
FA unknown
Follows the left face of the falls, watch for unfrozen
water up top.

Cape Breton
Home to Nova Scotia's Best ice (or so the tales go) It's a land of adventure, colder winters, and thusly, Ice. The
approach's will be long, the adventure high, and temperatures cold. It's no wonder the area has seen little
development.
Several locales and a few mainlanders (most notably Sean Drohan, Steve Reid, TJ Fogharty and others unknown)
however have put in there time in the region, quietly putting up epic routes, however sadly little of this
information has disseminated to the ice climbing community at large. This does give the hardy and adventureseeking individuals the opportunity for some truly wild exploration and hopefully ice climbing rewards.
Note: Once upon a time I was shown a photo (though the location was not disclosed) of what looked to be some
epic multi-pitch ice found in Cape Breton. None of it had ever been climbed.
Areas currently included;
Usgia Bohn

Usga Bohn Park- That's Gaelic for "Whiskey of Life"…how good is that!
Found in one of Cape Bretons most beautiful provincial park is also one of the finest locations to climb. The
location is home to an ice kingdom and holds one of Nova Scotias longest climbs. The area holds lots of potential
for more development of significant routes.
How To Get There...
Get on the 102 North towards Truro. At Truro get onto TransCanada 104 towards Cape Breton. At the Cape
Breton Causeway it turns into the 105. Follow until Exit 9 in Baddeck. Turn Left on Margaree Rd, and follow for
4.3km. Continue on Westside Baddeck Rd for another 6.4km. Turn Left on North Branch Rd, follow for 3.6km
until the park.
The Usgia Bohn Falls proper is found along the main trail after an hour hike in. Doesn't often form up as the flow
is too large, though there is apparently lots of potential for mixed lines in the area.
Usga Bohn FallsWI3
FA Sean Drohan and Dave Reid
Further up the river is a small valley full of ice with lots of potential. The largest forming line on the Left side of
the valley.
Behold the Ice Kingdom WI4, 80m
FA Sean Drohan and Dave Reid
The first half of the climb is a 45 degree steep snow/ice slope/approach, the next half is a great pitch of steep WI4
ice.

This guidebook was created and made
possible by the conitual support of
Climb Nova Scotia. Check out their
website, become a member and support
climbing in Nova Scotia.
www.climbnovascotia.ca
They also help facilitate the annual Nova Scotia Ice
Festival.
Climb Nova Scotia (CNS) is a non-profit, volunteer
based group dedicated to promoting and facilitating
climbing throughout Nova Scotia. Our goal is to
support all climbing interests including trad climbing, sport
climbing, ice climbing, indoor climbing, bouldering, and to serve
beginners and experienced climbers alike.
CNS was founded in 1991 by a small group of dedicated local climbers and has grown to become the
provincial authority on climbing. Climb Nova Scotia receives annual funding and support from the Nova
Scotia Department of Health Promotion and Protection.

Climb Nova Scotia
- is a non-profit, volunteer based organization
- promotes and facilitates climbing in Nova Scotia
- supports rock climbing, ice climbing, and indoor gyms
- works to establish and keep access to climbing areas
- helps maintain trails and holds crag-cleaning days
- hosts the annual Boulderfest on Dover Island
- sponsors climbing competitions and competitors
- conducts Ice Daze intro-to-ice-climbing outings
- has gear and equipment available for members
- publishes an annual newsletter
-serves beginner and experienced climbers alike
-facilitates the annual Nova Scotia Ice Festival at Halls Harbour
About the author’
Roger was once described in the 2009 Canadian Alpine Journal as “smelling of whiskey and perfume”,
he was further described in the Climberism Magazine March/April issue as “handsomer than James
Bond at his finest.” These are his proudest climbing accomplishments to date.
Check out www.sponsormeow.wordpress.com for all updates to this guide.

